


Multiplayer collaboration unleashed. 
Let's get this conference started!



It’s all an experiment



You have the right to pass!



Brainwriting



Write a list of 
at least 3 superpowers
that those people have

Think about the people you admire in the 
Agile community



Review the list and circle 
one superpower that 

you have as well



Flip the card to the other side…

Write your own 
superpower in bold 
letters and draw an 
image for it

Facilitation 

Ninja



Superpower 
Networking



When I finish explaining, you will…
Find a person from a different table.

Show your card and ask them: 

On my signal, find a different person 
(3 min/pair x 3 rounds)

What superpower do you bring to this conference?
What superpower(s) do you want to amplify here? 



3 min/pair 3 rounds

1. What superpower do you 
bring to this conference?

2. What superpowers do you 
want to amplify here? 

Facilitation 

Ninja



Connection 
String



Find a person at your table who 
has the largest number of cats. 

This person will take 
the ball of yarn and start the 

introduction.

When I finish explaining you will…



As soon as you hear 
something in their story 

that relates to you, 
make it known, ask for 

the ball of string, 
continue with your 

story…

(10 min per table)

DO: Keep one 
end of the string, 
after passing the 

ball

DON’T: Double-
connect, until 

everyone connected 
once first. 



Please join the Agile2023 FLASHMOB
by dancing along, 

dancing something else, 
smiling, 

clapping, 
frowning

or doing absolutely nothing



Wild Tea Party –
Scaling Experiment



We ran a smaller 
version at Agile2019!



1 2 3 4 5

10 9 8 7 6

Step 1: Self-organize into 
multiple concentric circle around even tables



1 2 3 4 5

10 9 8 7 6

Self-organize into 
multiple concentric circle around even tables



2. Facing your partner, finish each prompt with a short 
phrase (1 min total)

3. On my signal – outer circle takes one step to the right
4. New partner, new question!

Lean into playfulness and embrace confusiasm!



Something unexpected 
that happened today 

was...



Now I am more curious 
about...



The smiling faces I see 
around me make me 

feel...



Nothing can scare me 
now, except...



What matters most to me 
about this week is...



When Friday morning 
comes, I hope I will...



A wicked voice in my 
head is telling me to...



The expectation I need to 
let go of is...



In 6 month, I hope to 
remember from this 

week...



This Wild Tea Party made 
me...




